
Migrate to 
Microsoft 
Azure IoT

Assess business 
needs & identify 
specific cases 
supported by 
migrated solution.

Assessment > Migrate to Microsoft Azure IoT

Define migration 
roadmap for 
minimal service 
disruption

EXIT83 partners with customers to evaluate Microsoft Azure IoT capabilities and 
design a comprehensive plan for migration to Azure IoT - including connectivity & 
data, devices, and multi-cloud environment support - with the goal of having a more 
sustainable solution in place on a platform customers can trust.

EXIT83 has Azure technology experts on staff, with specific IoT solution development 
experience to manage your migration. 60 highly specialized employees across 12 
Americas countries and Europe means we can support you with a team in or near 
your time zone, with a lower total cost of delivery.

Create/ complete 
basic 
configuration of 
an Azure Tenant

Manage cost with 
flexible staffing –
fully managed 
execution or staff 
extension.
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Innovate for tomorrow with EXIT83

A team of experts you can trust

› Business-outcomes driven. We do deep discovery and challenge assumptions to 
deliver solutions that solve business problems.

› Scalable engagement model. We address the needs of any size customer –
startup to enterprise – with our scalable engagement model.

› 30+ years in the Microsoft ecosystem. Founded by former Microsoft leaders, we 
brings decades of Microsoft ecosystem expertise.

› Remove barriers to innovation & growth. We can manage your projects or 
seamlessly extend your in-house teams with near shore cost-effective engineers.

"EXIT83 has been an incredible partner to work with on our consumer platform, Protect. Starting 
only with wireframes, their hybrid team of engineers from North and South America developed 
the back-end architecture and front-end user experience to the delight of our 
customers." ~Matt Angorn, GM at Axon

60 highly specialized 
employees across 12 
Americas countries 
means a team located in/ 
near your time zone, and a 
lower total cost of delivery.

Azure IoT Azure Full Stack DevOps

IoT development
Smart HVAC system

IoT development
Data visualization

Full stack development
Consumer safety platform
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